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Roller Brake Tester
for commercial vehicles B 120  No. 21749
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Description:

The B 120 has a standard design as a split bed roller brake tester and has
been created especially for testing brakes on trucks and other 
commercial vehicles. The brake tester has a reflection-free display, making it
easily readable from all angles, and is fully digitised, thereby supporting 
all demands of testing brake systems from modern commercial vehicles.

The B 120 can test vehicles with air pressure supported brake systems,
hydraulic supported brake systems and 4WD vehicles using the most
modern hardware and software. The brake tester has an intrinsic 
'intelligence' which enables the brake tester to indicate measured values
such as rolling resistance, ovality, braking force, brake efficiency and 
imbalance in 'real - time' whilst automatically allocating of those values to different axles or wheels inde-
pendently. The brake tester will also constantly monitor all test procedures with an automatic self test, a
restart control and slip monitoring. 

A range of printout options starting with a summary printout for MOT tests,
an A5 - formal printout for safety tests, a full range of diagnostic printouts is
included enabling rapid analysis of all aspects of braking systems.

The brake tester comes with a PC interface as a standard. This facility will
process all measured values, and will then handle all customer and vehicle
data via a software package (e.g., SAXON DataCenter or VI - Database). 
If a PC is not used, the brake tester can be equipped with an optional hand
held terminal, which can be used to enter customer and vehicle data 
directly to the brake tester printout.  

• Modern, fully digitised brake tester for 
commercial vehicles including trucks, 
trailers and buses up to 20 tons. 

• Large display with non-reflective glass

• 'Real - time' result display of dynamic 
wheel and axle loads and their relevant 
brake efficiency values using  fully 
digitised display. 

• Galvanized roller mechanics, which can 
be installed as compact or split bed unit, 
which permits most diverse test widths

• Simple, economical foundation set-up by
the provided installation frames, which 
can be used as formwork at same time

• Fast, economical intsallation, because 
nearly all cables are prepared for 
"Plug & Play" 

• PC interface capacity 

• Quality compliant with DIN EN ISO 9001

• CE - certified

Remote control

Scale 50 kN
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The maintenance-free, symmetrical DMS - measuring system guarantees precise test results. The brake
tester can also be installed and operated outside, because of the hot-dip galvanising of the mechanical
components and the design of the display cabinet. 

Real time slip monitoring: (optionally) 

The test stand can be additionally equipped with a highly exact monitoring device of the roller speed.
Thus the wheel peripheral speed can be compared with the brake roller speed in real time in each load
condition. Influences of the motor characteristics also under high load will thereby compensated and 
can become swtiched off at exact, pre-adjusted slip values. This functionality causes genuine reproducti-
bility of brake forces and thus the deceleration of a vehicle.

Technical Details:

Test width: 800 ... 3400 mm 
Test speed: 2.5 km/h
Display range: 0 - 10 kN  /  0 - 50 kN
Axle load maximum: 20 tones
Roller coating: Special synthetic material
Friction coefficient: � dry > 0.9 � wet > 0,8
Roller diameter: 234 mm
Roller distance: 470 mm
Roller increased height in the rear: 50 mm 
Power supply: 400 V  50 Hz  3 Ph
Motors: 2 x 15 KW with special 

characteristic
Options available:

- Automatic driving-out assistance
- Remote control, also for serveral test lanes
- Expandable with smaller or larger paralell displays
- Add. LCD displays
- A4 printer packages
- Weighing facility
- Pedal effort meter ( cable / radio )
- 4WD switching
- Second measuring direction
- Second test speed
- Brake for roller locking
- Integrable pit safety guard systmes
- Air pressure and hydraulic sensors  ( cable / radio)
- Input keyboard for customers and vehicle data
- PC software like SAXON “Data Center” or “VI-Database Addon” 

or further network facilities

Pedal effort meter 
( radio system )

Air pressure sensor set  
( radio system )

Pedal effort meter 
( cable version )

Input keyboardCustomer Ref:    Liebherr - Germany, Italy, UK, Switzerland


